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Design-in of RF circuits

��� 3UHIDFH

The nRF™ series of single chip radios is an easy way to get into the expanding
market of short-range wireless communication. A printed circuit board (PCB) with
one of these chips together with a suitable micro controller and an antenna is
essentially all that is needed to build up a wireless communication link. Several
application notes are available to help shorten the design time as much as possible.
There are however some guidelines that need to be followed to end up with an optimal
solution. In this document we give a brief look into common problems that may
occur. Special focus is set on the problems related to integrating digital circuitry and a
RF chip on the same board, followed by some advice to solve these problems.

��� :K\�DUH�GLJLWDO�DQG�DQDORJ�FLUFXLWV�SRWHQWLDO�HQHPLHV"

Analog (radio) and digital (micro controller) circuitry might work well for
themselves, but once put on the same circuit board and the same power supply things
might get a little more complicated. Digital signal lines most often swing between
ground and positive power supply, which for most applications means a peak to peak
amplitude of ~3V. Switching time of digital signals is fast, normally in the
nanosecond range. Due to the large amplitude and fast switching time the signal will
contain a considerable amount of high frequency components, independent of the
switching frequency. On the analog side, the input signal from the antenna to a radio
receiver can be less than 1uVrms. The magnitude difference between the digital and RF
signal can therefore be as large as 1 million (120 dB). It is evident that if these signals
are not separated or shielded properly, the weak RF signal may be corrupted, with
radio performance deterioration or even malfunction as a result.

��� &RPPRQ�HUURUV�FRPELQLQJ�5)�DQG�GLJLWDO�RQ�RQH�3&%�

����� ,QVXIILFLHQW�VHSDUDWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�VHQVLWLYH�DQG�QRLV\�VLJQDO�OLQHV�

As mentioned above, digital signals have high amplitudes and contain high-frequency
harmonic components. High frequency signals can couple between adjacent lines on
the PCB if such a signal is routed adjacent to a sensitive analog signal. The most
sensitive nodes on RF devices are normally the loop filter of a phase locked loop
(PLL), the external inductor of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), crystal reference
signals and also of course the antenna terminals. These parts of the circuit should be
handled with special caution.
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����� 3RZHU�VXSSO\�QRLVH

Because digital devices operate with input/output signals with several volts in
amplitude, they are generally robust to power supply noise. On the other hand, analog
circuits can be extremely sensitive to power supply noise, especially spikes and other
high frequency components. Therefore the power supply routing on PCBs containing
RF (or other analog) circuitry must be done with much more caution than on a plain
digital board. Auto routing should be avoided.
It is also important to note that micro-controllers (or other digital circuitry) tend to
draw most of the current in short bursts at each internal clock cycle. This is due to the
fact that modern micro-controllers are all designed in CMOS technology. Thus, if a
micro-controller is running at an internal clock frequency of 1 MHz, it will draw
current pulses from the power supply at this frequency. Inevitable, this leads to
voltage spikes on the power supply line if proper de-coupling of the power supply is
omitted.
If these spikes reach the power pins of the RF part of the circuitry, serious
malfunction might result. It is therefore mandatory to keep separate power lines to the
analog and the digital domains of the circuit (star routing of VDD).

����� *URXQGLQJ�D�5)�V\VWHP

RF circuit boards should always be laid out with a ground plane connected to the
negative power supply. If this is not done properly, obscure circuit behavior might
occur. From a digital designer point of view the reason to this might be difficult to
understand, as most digital circuitry functions very well without a ground plane. At
RF frequencies even a short line will work as an inductor. As a coarse rule of thumb,
the inductance will be about 1 nH (nanohenry) per mm of length. At 434 MHz a 10
mm PCB line will then present an inductive impedance of 27 ohm. If a ground plane
is not used, most ground lines will be longer than this and the RF circuit board will
almost guaranteed not be functional.

����� 5DGLDWLRQ�IURP�DQWHQQD�WR�RWKHU�DQDORJ�SDUWV

Radiation of electromagnetic field is often overlooked in circuits containing radio and
other circuits. The board often includes other analog circuitry than the RF part. For
instance, many micro-controllers contain built-in analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
that can be used to measure analog inputs, battery voltage or other parameters. If the
antenna of a radio transmitter is located near the PCB (or even on the PCB), the
transmitted high-frequency signal might reach the analog input of the ADC.
Remember that any piece of circuit board line can function as an antenna for emission
or reception of RF signals. If the ADC input has insufficient termination, then the RF
signal might be rectified in the ESD diodes at the ADC input, and this can result in an
offset in the ADC.
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��� 6RPH�SUDFWLFDO�KLQWV�WKDW�UHDOO\�PDNH�WKLQJV�ZRUN

Below are given a few general design and layout tricks that can be used in most RF
applications. However, it is important that layout advice for the actual RF component
should also be followed.

����� 7KH�5)�GHVLJQHU¶V�EHVW�WULFN��$�VROLG�JURXQG�SODQH

A solid ground plane should DOZD\V�be used when designing a PCB containing RF
components. The purpose is to create an efficient 0V-reference node in the circuit that
everything can be de-coupled to. The 0V terminal of the power supply should be
coupled directly to this. Due to the low impedance of the ground plane, there will be
no signal coupling between two nodes that are de-coupled to it. This is very
important, as there are signals on the board with a difference in amplitude as large as
120 dB.
With surface mounted PCBs all signal routing is done on the same side as where the
components are mounted, and the ground plane will be on the opposite side.
Preferably the ground plane should cover the complete PCB (except under PCB
antennas). If a PCB with more than two layers is used, the ground plane should be
placed in the layer that is adjacent to the upper signal layer (i.e. layer no. 2 counted
from the component side).
It is also a good idea to fill all available space at the signal routing layers with ground
plane. These ground planes must then be connected to the main ground plane with
multiple vias. Please note that the characteristics of inductors will be changed by the
presence of a ground node close by. This must be taken into consideration when
selecting value and placing of these.

����� 6KRUW�FRQQHFWLRQV�WR�JURXQG�SODQH

All connections to the ground plane must be made as short as possible. A via should
be placed close every pad that is to be grounded. Never let two ground pads share one
via, this can lead to cross talk between the two pads due to the impedance of the via
itself.

����� 5)�'H�FRXSOLQJ

De-coupling capacitors should be placed as close as possible to the pins that are to be
de-coupled. Use one de-coupling capacitor for each node that is to be de-coupled. Use
high quality ceramic capacitors, preferably of the "NP0" dielectric type but "X7R"will
work well for lower frequencies. The value of the capacitors should be chosen so that
their series resonance frequency is equal to the signal frequency they are to de-couple.
For instance at 434 MHz, a 220pF NP0 SMD mounted 0603 capacitor will give the
best de-coupling. The series connection of the impedance in the capacitor and the via
creates a "notch" filter at the signal frequency, which gives a very efficient de-
coupling. At 868 MHz a 33pF capacitor is the gives the same effect. In addition to the
small value RF de-coupling, a high value capacitor should be placed at the feed line
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from the power supply to de-couple low frequencies as well. A 2.2uF ceramic or 10uF
tantalum would be a good choice for this.

����� 6WDU�URXWLQJ�RI�SRZHU

Star routing (se figure) is a well-known layout trick in analog design. Separate power
lines for each module are routed directly from the power supply. These power lines
should be de-coupled separately, close to the IC packages in addition to the star node
de-coupling.
This is an efficient way of isolating power noise from the digital part from reaching
the RF part. If extremely noise modules are placed on the same circuit board,
inductors or low value resistors (10 ohms) may be placed in series with the power
supply line to these modules. Tantalum capacitors of at least 10uF must be used to de-
couple the power supply at these modules. Examples of such modules are RS-232
drivers or switched power regulators.

)LJXUH�����VWDU�URXWLQJ

1RWH�
<RX�GRQ¶W�KDYH�SURSHU�VWDU�URXWLQJ�XQOHVV�\RX�KDYH�VHSDUDWH�SRZHU�VXSSO\�OLQHV�IURP
D�FRPPRQ�QRLVH�IUHH�SRLQW���FHQWHU�RI�VWDU��WR�HDFK�PRGXOH�

����� )ORRU�SODQQLQJ�RI�3&%

To reduce the risk that noisy modules disturb the analog part, the location of the
modules on the circuit board is essential. Always locate sensitive modules (RF part
and antenna) away from noisy modules (high speed, high power digital circuitry, RS-
232 drivers). Remember that noisy modules and lines on the opposite side of the PCB
will disturb just a s much as the ones on the same side unless you have an internal
GND plane to shield.

Remember to think in 3 dimensions!!
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����� 6KLHOGLQJ�RWKHU�DQDORJ�SDUWV�IURP�WKH�5)�VLJQDO

As mentioned above, the RF signals when transmitting might lead to disturbances in
other sensitive analog circuit blocks such as ADCs. This is most often a problem with
radios operating at lower frequency bands (for instance 27 MHz) and with high output
power levels. It is good design practice to de-couple sensitive nodes to the ground
plane with RF de-coupling capacitors (220pF NP0 @ 433 MHz for instance).

����� 6SHFLDO�SUHFDXWLRQV�ZLWK�RQ�ERDUG�ORRS�DQWHQQD

An antenna can be made as an integral part of the PCB. In addition to saving space
and production cost, this is a mechanically very stable solution, compared to using a
conventional "whip" antenna or other. The design of such antennas for the nRF
devices is well described in several application notes.
Common practice is that loop antennas (for applications <1GHz) are designed with a
relatively narrow bandwidth. This helps suppressing strong unwanted signals that
might otherwise disturb the receiver. Note that the loop antenna (as all other antennas)
might pick up noise due to capacitive coupling from nearby noisy signal lines. This
can disturb the receiver, and might also cause unintentional modulation of the
transmitter. Therefore no digital signals must be routed in the vicinity of the antenna.
It is also a good advice to keep some free space around the antenna, as any object
close to the antenna will form part of the tuning network and thereby tuning the
antenna away from the wanted frequency. This leads to reduced radio range.
It must be noted that this is true for all types of antennas. The enclosure of the circuit
board can also have a de-tuning effect on the antenna, so it is important that the final
tuning of the antenna is done with the antenna mounted in the enclosure.


